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better · faster · future proof

Die intelligente
technische Dämmung
mit Mörtel

Supply lines for
stationary fire extinguishing systems

Fire-fighting pipes
and sprinkler lines
䊳 Basics
Fire-fighting pipes and sprinkler lines are

The necessary supply

special piping systems whose necessity

lines for fire extinguis-

and execution is not regulated by the

hing equipment must

building codes of the states, nor des-

according to DIN 14462

cribed in the guidelines for line systems.

consist in their essen-

Instead there are several relevant docu-

tial part of noncombu-

ments, which together describe the basis

stible materials. If un-

for planning and execution. Predominant-

protected cables are

ly in areas of special construction where

led through areas endangered by fire

a higher risk potential exists. Appropriate

load, they have to be covered to make

fire protection concepts are developed

them fire-resistant in order to prevent

for objects such as sales outlets, mee-

the

ting places, high-rise buildings, high-bay

500 °C from being reached.

critical

material

temperature

of

sprinkler systems.

There are many arguments in favour of

䊳 Our idea for you:
®

Vatral Sprinkler system
based on Vatral® SPM

Vatral® Sprinkler system. This building
material with a density of 280 kg/m3 is
one of the lightest among the Mortar

SPM is certified according to

types on the market. Despite its low den-

the European harmonised standard DIN

sity it inherits a stable structure and good

EN 998-2 a regulated building material

insulating properties. However, the spe-

and a ready-mixed mortar with exceptio-

cial effect unfolds under the influence of

nal resistance to high temperatures. In

temperature caused by a fire. The mate-

case of fire Vatral® SPM solidifies the side

rial ceramifies as an outer mantle, increa-

facing the fire with a steel stabilizing and

ses its strength, supporting and pro-

protective function against the effects

tecting the construction permanently. The

of heat. All pipe shells/fittings of our sys-

essential point is therefore that clothing

tems are wrapped with aluminium coarse

with Vatral® Sprinkler system in case of

Vatral

Optimized system
components for our
Vatral® Sprinkler
system

䊳 What is special on

a cladding with Vatral®
Sprinkler system

warehouses, etc., which may also include

®

Vatral® Sprinkler system with
integrated pipe clamp insulation

®

Sprinkler

fire remains in place where it protects

system has a stable, washable surface

and stabilizes the clad component. This

and combines a superior fire protection

special feature of Vatral® Sprinkler sys-

quality with a high optical standard.

tem provides increased security.

grain foil. Therefore Vatral

Vatral® Sprinkler system stays
where others pass!

Closure of component
openings during
the construction phase

Yes, of course! It’s like you can’t hear it

„Nothing is going to happen.“ These are

stored in the Flexbag box in the morning

anymore.

understandable points. However, in the

until the next use.

„Buildings must be arranged, erec-

event of a review or even in the event of

ted, modified and maintained in such

damage this argumentation is not resi-

NON-FLAMMABLE, FLEXIBLE,

a way that the creation of a fire and

lient. Tested constructions are sometimes

ECONOMICAL, ENVIRONMENTALLY

the spread of fire and smoke is pre-

complex and cost-intensive. The inhibi-

FRIENDLY, REUSABLE

vented while in the event of a fire the

tion threshold to install them for a short

rescue of people and animals and ef-

time is very high. Reason enough to

By the way, Vatral® 150/650 stays where

fective fire-fighting operations are

design a flexible, non-combustible, in-

it is even at high temperatures for long

possible.“

tumescent and prefabricated temporary

periods of time.

Basic statements on fire protection in the

closure for component openings in walls.

MBO. „All right“, you say. „I will!“
But what about the construction sites?
Objects under construction are also buil-

䊳 Vatral® Flexbag A1

dings. Fire protection is often neglected

A granulate of Vatral® 150/650,

in the construction phase for technologi-

paired with a component that in-

cal or other reasons. Openings in walls

creases volume under the influ-

are often not closed. „The next technical

ence of heat, packed in practical

craft has to continue here tomorrow.“ „No

flexbags. Stacked in the opening

one will pay me. It’s too expensive.“

at the end of the working day and

Vatral® stays
where others pass!

Creating
a positive future

Whether using Vatral® Flexbag A1 or Vatral® Sprinkler
system, with our Vatral® products you are always on the
safe side.
In cooperation with EPEA GmbH – Part of Drees & Sommer we design our products according to the Cradle to
Cradle® principles.
Cradle to Cradle® is a design concept that takes nature
as a role model. All products are manufactured according
to the principle of a potentially infinite circular economy.
Cradle to Cradle® takes equal account of economic, ecological and social aspects. For us and our customers, this
cooperation means identifying and avoiding risks in the
selection of raw materials, production, use and dismantling of Vatral® products beyond existing standards. For
a safe present and an equally safe future.

Manufacturer: HSMC · branch office of TDH - GmbH Technischer Dämmstoffhandel
in Hamburg · Kettelerstraße 70 · 47574 Goch · info@hsmc.de · www.hsmc.de

